Approvals by the Chair of Facilities and Land Management Committee as delegated

Regents’ Policy 05.12.042 delegates Formal Project Approval to the Chair of the FLMC under certain conditions. Projects granted FPA by the Chair are reported in this section. Based on that policy, the following projects were given FPA by the Chair.

UAF Cold Climate Housing Research Center (2011143 ORBA) TPC $2.0M of 6-27-12.

Regents’ Policy 05.12.043 delegates Schematic Design Approval to the Chair of the FLMC under certain conditions. Projects granted SDA by the Chair are reported in this section. Based on that policy, the following projects were given SDA by the Chair.

UAF Cold Climate Housing Research Center (2011143 ORBA) TPC $2.0M of 7-19-12.